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INTRODUCTION

Ankyloglossia or “tongue-tie” is a congenital anomaly caused by an abnormally thick tight lingual frenulum (the band of tissue that connects the tongue base to the floor of the mouth) resulting in limitation of tongue movement. Wallace[1] defined Ankyloglossia (tongue tie) as “a condition in which the tip of the tongue cannot be protruded beyond lower incisor teeth because of a short lingual frenulum, often containing scar tissue”.

Ankyloglossia is more commonly found in males than females,[2] with incidence of 1.72% to 10.7% - in breast feeding patients.[3] Ankyloglossia leads to inability to extend the tip of tongue beyond the vermilion border of the lips or a line joining the lip commissures, along with speech impairment, midline diastema, oral motor dysfunction and mandibular lingual gingival recession.

The severity of ankyloglossia is variable and ranges from a slight but abnormal attachment of frenum restricting little tongue movement (partial ankyloglossia) to a condition with the tongue fixed to the floor of the mouth completely (complete ankyloglossia).

Kotlow[4] has classified severity ankyloglossia on the basis of Length of the “free tongue” [Table 1] Free tongue is defined as the length of the tongue from the insertion of the lingual frenum into the base of the tongue to the tip of the tongue. A free tongue measurement both in older patients and infants can be measured using Kotlow’s classification of ankyloglossia. Usually, patient with ankyloglossia demonstrates symptoms like difficulty in breast feeding (infants), improper pronunciation of certain consonants and diphthongs (‘letters such as t, d, r, n and l, in sounds and words such as ta, te, time, water, and cat, etc.), unsatisfactory oral hygiene due to limited cleansing action of tongue and difficulty in achieving social movements of tongue like licking an ice-cream, sucking, playing musical instrument particularly woodwind or kissing, etc.

Several conservative, as well as surgical options, exist for the management of tongue tie. It includes observation, speech therapy, otolaryngotherapy, frenotomy, frenectomy, Z-plasty and laser frenectomy. If intervention of speech and otolaryngotherapist fails to resolve speech and tongue related problems then it may be appropriate to consider surgical protocol. The literature suggests that surgical interventions are absolutely safe at any age including infants, toddlers and adults but strictly requires postsurgical speech therapy to achieve pleasing results.

Surgical procedures indicated for ankyloglossia are highly predictable but shows poor patient compliance, more
postoperative pain and swelling. Furthermore, bleeding associated with conventional frenectomy and Z-plasty is of great extent. Frenectomy using laser can overcome this problem, but lasers are not readily available at every operating centre.

The aim of this case series was to present a novel surgical manoeuvre for management of Kotlow’s Class II and IV ankyloglossia, which help reduce the intra-operative bleeding, and postoperative pain, swelling and discomfort. And also evaluated the postoperative free movement of tongue and scarring after 2 years follow-up period.

CASE REPORTS

Case 1

A 19-year-old male reported with a complaint of restricted tongue movement and difficulty in speech. Clinical examination showed the presence of Kotlow’s Class II ankyloglossia [Figure 1].

Case 2

A 21-year-old man reported with a complaint of difficulty in speech and deglutition. History of speech therapy 6 months back with no benefit from it. He also had difficulty in licking, sucking or whistling. The ear, nose, throat and other physical examination was normal. Introral examination revealed Kotlow’s Class IV ankyloglossia [Figure 2]. Any attempt to protrude the tongue resulted in clefting at the tip of the tongue and retrusion of tongue blanched the tissue lingual to anterior teeth.

Both the patients were neither able to protrude their tongue beyond the vermillion border of lower and upper lip nor able to utter letter sound “l,” “t,” “d,” “n,” “s,” and “th” clearly. In both the cases, aetiology of ankyloglossia was unknown, and there was no association with any syndrome. There was no frenum related recession on the lingual aspect of mandibular central incisors. After assessing, an informed consent was attained, and lingual frenectomy was planned.

Table 1: Kotlow classification of ankyloglossia (tongue-tie)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Length of the free tongue (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal range of free tongue</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class I: Mild ankyloglossia</td>
<td>12-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class II: Moderate ankyloglossia</td>
<td>8-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class III: Severe ankyloglossia</td>
<td>3-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class IV: Complete ankyloglossia</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on “free tongue” length[4]

INVESTIGATIONS

All necessary blood investigation report required before any surgical procedure was evaluated and was found to be within normal limits.

TREATMENT

Surgical procedure

The patient was advised to rinse the mouth with 10 ml 0.2% chlorhexidine mouthwash before commencement of surgical procedure. Xylocaine with 1:80,000 adrenaline (Lignox Warren Pharma; Navi Mumbai, Maharashtra, India) was used for local infiltration anesthesia. 0.5-1 ml of solution was deposited bilaterally at the base of the tongue, floor of the mouth and toward the geniod tubercle on the lingual aspect of mandible.

A retraction suture (3-0 silk) was placed at the tip of the tongue to facilitate retraction and visibility in the area of the operating field. Following this two different set of sutures were planned. The first set included 2-4 simple interrupted sutures placed in a vertical line extending from the tip of the tongue to the base of the frenum. The next set included 2-3 simple interrupted sutures, location being placed anterior and parallel to the previous line of sutures on the lingual frenum in a vertical line [Figure 3]. In this case, both first and second set of sutures included only two interrupted sutures. Suturing was done cautiously so as to prevent tying of whatron’s duct, an opening of the submandibular gland. The frenum was held with hemostat [Figure 4] between two vertical rows of sutures then with No. 15 blade, (Schwanno morton) frenum was severed carefully. Presuturing of frenum before severing prevented excessive opening of diamond shape wound and provided greater hemostasis [Figure 5].

Following this tongue was checked for any muscle tension, if any it was relieved by carrying blunt dissection in floor of the mouth by using haemostat [Figure 5]. Patient was instructed to assess freeness of tongue through protruding and sweeping upper and lower lip and corner of the mouth without much straining. An accessory suture was placed in the floor of the mouth in the area where blunt dissection was carried out [Figure 6].

Patients were prescribed antibiotic amoxicillin 500 mg and analgesics Ketorolac 10 mg 3 times a day for 7 days and 3 days respectively and advised to use 2% chlorhexidine twice daily for 2 weeks. Postoperative instructions included sucking of ice chips during first 24 hours, performance of postoperative tongue exercises after first 24 hours.
and avoidance of any hot, hard or spicy food stuff. The postoperatively tongue exercise included touching of tongue to the palatine rugae while keeping mouth opened, rolling tongue side to side touching corner of the mouth, stretching of the tongue with a protrusive action. Patients were instructed to continue this exercise 3-4 times daily for 2 min until the incision healed. Sutures were removed carefully 1-week after surgery.


OUTCOME AND FOLLOW-UP

Postoperative evaluation

The primary closure of the wound resulted in an uneventful healing with the primary intention after 1-week [Figure 7]. Thereafter, patients were advised to initiate speech therapy.

According to patient’s perception, visual analogue scale score for pain during complete surgical procedure, and subsequent week was recorded to be 4 and 2 for case1 and case 2 respectively. There was no postoperative complication associated with the procedure like infection, bruising on floor of the mouth, submandibular gland swelling, lingual par aesthesia, numbness tongue tip during next week of surgery.

Postoperative 2 years follow-up of both the cases revealed minimal scarring, satisfactory protrusive and lateral movement of the tongue without any discomfort [Case 2: Figures 8-10 and Case 1: Figure 11]. Patients also overcame the difficulty during speech and active social movement of the tongue like act of licking, sucking, whistling, etc.

DISCUSSION

Ankyloglossia is a rare congenital oral anomaly that can cause difficulty with breast-feeding, speech delivery. Kotlow[4] had described nine structural guidelines to determine the need for surgical management of lingual frenulum:

1. If the tip of the tongue cleft during the act of protrusion
2. If the tip of the tongue is not able to sweep the upper and lower lips easily, without straining
3. If retrusion of tongue, blanches the tissue lingual to anterior teeth
4. If tongue places excessive forces on mandibular anterior teeth
5. If the frenum interferes with normal deglutition process
6. If lingual frenum creates diastema between mandibular central incisors
7. If child experiences speech difficulty due to limited tongue movements
8. If infants, shows abrasion at underside of the tongue, and
9. If the frenum prevents infant from attaching to mother’s nipple during nursing.

The prevalence is higher in neonates[3] (1.72-10.7%) than in children, adolescents, or adults (0.1-2.08%).[8] Ankyloglossia is also found to be associated with some rare syndromes such as X-linked cleft palate syndrome,[9] Kindler syndrome,[7] van der Woude syndrome,[8] and Opitz syndrome.[9] Nevertheless, most ankyloglossia are observed in individuals without any other congenital anomalies or diseases.

Ankyloglossia is always associated with foreshortening of the genioglossus muscle, just mere frenotomy/snipping of the lingual frenum may not allow free and coordinated movement of the tongue. If done in such cases, postoperative recurrence of frenum reattachment is very high. Although, such problem of frenulum reattachment can be overcome by conventional frenectomy or Z-plasty (frenuloplasty) procedures but it results in to opening of extensive diamond shape wound in case of frenectomy[10] and zig-zag wound in case of Z-plasty/4 flap Z-plasty.[11] Greater the opening of wound greater is the bleeding, more difficult is to achieve the hemostasis and hence wound approximation. Also, manual dexterity to manage such situation is required to be excellent. There is also no sufficient evidence in the literature favouring any one of above surgical treatment options for management of ankyloglossia. Though laser frenectomy[12,13] shows pleasing results with blood-less approach, but it doubts to relieve muscle attachment. Hence, chances of recurrences cannot be neglected. Long term follow-up studies are required to confirm its result. Also, Lasers are not readily available at every clinical set-up. However, in contrast to conventional frenectomy and Z-plasty, presuturing technique provides excellent hemostatis, no opening of greater wound and appropriate primary wound closure.

In the present case series, this presuturing technique offered minimal postoperative pain and morbidity, no swelling, immediate tongue freeness with minimal or no tension on lingual frenum and minimal scarring and no reattachment of lingual frenum after 2 years of follow-up [Figures 8-11].

Improvement in speech, deglutition, and other social movement of the tongue were also excellent 2 years after surgery. Improved tongue movement and function was not only attributed to the surgical procedure carried out but also to postsurgical tongue exercises given to the patient.

Postoperative exercises following tongue-tie surgery were not intended to increase muscle-strength, but to[14]

1. Develop new muscle movements, particularly those involving tongue-tip elevation and protrusion, inside and outside of the mouth
2. Increase kinaesthetic awareness of the full range of movements the tongue and lips can perform
Thus, this technique provides promising result in management of severe ankyloglossia with just suturing prior to lingual frenectomy. However, to confirm the potential of this surgical technique long term interventional randomized clinical trial need to be carried out.

**LEARNING POINTS/TAKE HOME MESSAGES**

1. This surgical approach suggests suturing of lingual frenum prior to severing of frenum.
2. Presuturing approach avoids excessive bleeding and postoperative discomfort by preventing opening of large wound after lingual frenectomy.
3. One must be very careful not to suture opening of sublingual or any other salivary gland in the floor of the mouth. This can avoid any salivary retention cyst or mucocele.
4. One must not forget to relieve muscle tension by blunt dissection so as to avoid recurrence and reattachment.
5. The postoperative tongue exercise during healing plays crucial role in achieving tongue freeness.
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